
THE WAY OF THE DOG: Chapter 1:  In the Beginning 

In the beginning, all was dark and silent.   

I am a pup, Eros thought as he opened his eyes on the fifth day of his life for the first time and beheld 

the golden sheen of a furry mountain. Over this horizon rose a face of immense proportions with drooping 

ears on either side. Eros’s curiosity, soon to be his trademark, inspired an inquiry. How do I know this? 

“Hello, Eros,” a gentle voice rang in Eros’s mind. He cocked his head to the side, not quite knowing 

what was happening, but of course, all this was new and far beyond his experiences since he had none. 

With a flopping tongue framed by a great smile, the apparition continued, “I’m your mother! Welcome to 

the universe!” 

With this pronouncement, a flood of thoughts entered Eros’s mind, providing him with an 

understanding of what a mother was. 

Eros stammered mentally, But you’re so big!  

“It’s all relative, my dear,” his mother stated. “When you are small, I will seem very large. But when 

you are a grown-up, fearsome hound, you will be bigger than me, and I will appear small.”  

“What?” Eros exclaimed, jostled by other small, squiggling bodies. He became aware that he was with 

four other small creatures that were like him, cradled within his mother’s curled body. 

 “Those are your brothers and sisters, Eros,” his mother obliged, answering his question even before 

he fully formed it. 

“Where do all my thoughts about mothers come from?” Eros picked through the mental images and 

feelings that flooded his mind, describing what a mother was.  

“That’s how we communicate. Dogs speak by thinking to one another telepathically. Right now, there 

is nothing to be afraid of. You can’t learn if you don’t listen, so just listen!” his mother assured him. “The 

simple answer is that this is how we talk, unlike humans.”  

“Talk?” Eros tried to focus, but confusion blurred his thoughts.  

“We are dogs, Eros,” his mother began. “Miniature golden poodles! The most wonderful thing about 

dogs is that we communicate telepathically, a fact unknown to humans.” 

“Oh.” Eros pretended that he knew what his mother was talking about. His infant mind was not very 

orderly, so he bounced to another subject. “What’s a human?”  

“Humans are creatures doomed to walk on their hind legs. They look so uncomfortable doing so!” his 

mother explained. Again, a blast of thoughts entered his mind, projecting the image of a woman named 

Mary. “And they are handicapped when it comes to telepathy.”  



“They must struggle mightily to communicate,” Eros figured.  

“Yes, they do! You will see a real human soon, my partner, Mary. They are ugly creatures that come in 

many colors and shapes. They are as ungainly as they are ugly because they walk on two paws while using 

the other two paws to move things around.” Mother continued to stuff knowledge into Eros. She was 

amazed at how much her pup absorbed at such an early age. “But humans can also be our best friends if 

they are properly trained.” 

“Trained?” Eros’s head was spinning. There was so much for him to learn.  

“Humans are clever creatures, but most of the time, they think they know more than they do. Humans 

need to be taught how to know less. Regrettably, it takes time, patience, and a good dog for them to 

achieve wisdom.”  

“You said humans aren’t telepathic?” Eros’s questions flowed like a river. His mother was impressed. 

This question reached back into an earlier part of their conversation, which for most pups would be long 

forgotten by this time in one so young.  

“Humans have some telepathy but mainly talk to one another by making sounds, grunts, groans, clicks, 

and snorts. It’s very unbecoming. Their telepathy is very primitive.” Eros’s mother waited for a few 

seconds, adding a dramatic pause to emphasize her next sentence. “Being highly advanced creatures, 

dogs, on the other hand, use the graceful method of talking without making sounds, by speaking directly 

from mind to mind.”  

“Do we make sounds at all when we talk?” 

“Every now and then, if our emotions are stimulated, we bark or growl.” His mother smiled. “I’ve heard 

you munchkins occasionally growling when you are feeding, but being so young, you probably didn’t 

notice.”  

“Why are humans that way and we this way?” Eros was relentless.  

“It’s the Way of the dog, how we developed, where we come from, and what we think,” Mother replied 

patiently. “Humans just developed differently.”  

“Where did I come from?” Eros asked, turning the question from dogs to himself.  

“You were born!” his mother replied, and somehow, he knew the entire process, starting with the 

initial impregnation. Dogs are not burdened with a sense of shame or impropriety. The images floating 

through his mind from his mother were graphic, but overall, Eros came away with a clear idea of his 

physical origins.  

“Are you done?” Eros replied. “Did I need to learn all that now?” 



“You are insisting on learning everything at once,” his mother said softly. “This is how our telepathy 

and our mingling works.”  

“Mingling?” Eros was like a machine rattling off question after question.  

“I was hoping to explain this to you when you were a bit older.” His mother reluctantly continued her 

explanation, resigning herself to this persistent questioning by her new puppy. “Our minds mingled. I 

touched your mind with my thoughts. Mingling is imperfect, but this method is how dogs transfer 

knowledge from generation to generation. Unfortunately, more often than not, you get more than you 

want.”  

“What is mind?”  

“My, my! Aren’t you the metaphysical one?”  

“What is metaphysical?”  

“Metaphysics is the search for ultimate reality.”  

“What is ultimate reality?”  

“If I knew what ultimate reality was,” Mother said, lolling out her tongue, “then no one would have to 

search for it.”  

This was a lot for a little pup to take in.  

“Why am I metaphysical?”  

“Because metaphysicists always ask a lot of questions but never find what they are looking for.”  

“Huh?” Now this little pup was definitely perplexed.  

“You could ask me a hundred questions right now.” His mother wagged her tail. “And I could give you 

a hundred answers, but you would still have a hundred questions more for me. Although there is no end 

to your questions, you will find answers are not so accommodating.”  

This information overload was overpowering Eros’s faculties during his first brush with consciousness. 

Much of his mother’s words were floating by like some uncapturable wisp on the wind. Questions upon 

questions were building up in his little brain until he was ready to burst, but his eyes began to droop 

against his wishes. 

“So metaphysicians ask endless questions, never expecting to get all the answers?” Eros got this 

question out, but being five days old, he was fighting off sleep since he did not have a lot of stamina.  

This rush of new thoughts, impressions, and images was starting to overwhelm the little pup. Sleep 

encroached on his awareness. It seemed his whole world was spinning with new objects and ideas. Of 

course, everything was new, but this urgency to sleep was dampening his desires and the speed of his 

thoughts.  



“Yes, sort of!” His mother observed the obvious. “It’s like Hydra, a nine-headed serpent. If you cut off 

one head, two grow back. Metaphysicians ask one question and get an answer, metaphorically cutting off 

one of the heads of the serpent of ignorance only to have two questions emerge, two new heads, to take 

the place of the first question.”  

“Questions and answers?” Eros asked.  

“Yes, but I do give metaphysicians some credit,” his mother admitted. “For all their questions, their 

ultimate goal is to understand happiness.”  

“What is this?” Eros queried. “I can’t keep my eyes open.”  

“Eros, that is normal. Even though we’ve been chatting less than five minutes, you are getting tired. 

You are about to nap.” His mother nodded her huge head with her floppy ears and a wide smile.  

“Will I wake up?” Eros was distressed. He recalled that he had woken from what felt to him like an 

almost endless sleep, the sleep before birth.  

“This sleep will pass, and when you wake, you will be ready to romp. The Big Nap is the sleep you come 

from when you are born and go to when you die. This time, and for a long time, you are going to take 

short naps. Hopefully, you won’t go for the Big Nap for a very long time.”  

“Will I remember any of this?” Eros realized he didn’t recall any memories before this morning.  

“Actually, you’ve woken up several times already, but your eyes were closed. It must have seemed like 

a dark dream to you.” His mother acknowledged silently that Eros was a smart little dog. Not knowingly, 

she allowed this thought of pride to pass between their two telepathic minds, her admiration seeping 

through the mingling. “Apparently, your story is about to begin, a life of asking questions and hopefully, 

seeking joy and happiness. As for now, although you may remember some or all or none of our talk, you 

will remember my love.”  

With a jar, Eros felt a profusion of golden bubbles titillating his consciousness, the love of his mother 

glowing gently all around him. Cuddled in the curl of his mother’s golden furry body, he felt a radiance 

entering his thoughts, making his whole world luminous with a soft golden light. Having no distractions to 

burden him, Eros was able to perceive that this light of love was just a veil, beyond which this great source 

for Everything was nearby, emanating pure joy.  

Eros felt his mother’s happiness define his existence. His mother was right. Eros never forgot this 

moment, even when he was an old dog on the doorstep of death. Joy was the greatest thing that he was 

introduced to on his first day of consciousness, and it would be the final thing that he would remember 

on his last day. 

 


